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Introduction
Sustainability can be framed as the integration of social inclusiveness, environmental protection and economic resilience for the benefit of current and future generations (Brundtland, 1987; Elkington, 1999) . There is growing concern to transition towards more sustainable directions. Pressing issues include, for example, biodiversity loss; water, air, and soil pollution; climate change; unemployment and poor working conditions; poverty trap and social vulnerability; widening inequalities; and financial volatility (e.g. Seiffert and Loch, 2005; Markard et al., 2012; Sachs, 2015; Jackson, 2009) .
Standalone, incremental improvements are not sufficient to address current, let alone future sustainability challenges (Evans et al., 2009) . These challenges will require deep changes of sociotechnical systems. This term refers to co-evolving social and technical aspects, which are analysed according to arbitrarily defined boundaries e such as organizations, sectors or nations (Geels, 2004; Savaget and Acero, 2017) . Theories on innovation systems; sustainable innovations; system thinking and design; and sustainability transitions, among others, have attempted to describe potential changes capable of shifting development towards more sustainable directions.
System thinking and design contributed greatly to a holistic understanding of system change, including ways to make its parts work together, while dealing with multiple and often unpredictable sources of instability, discontinuity, and resistance to change (e.g. Senge, 1990; Meadows, 2002) . Studies on innovation systems, more specifically, influenced the understanding of co-evolutionary dynamics of sociotechnical change, including the connections between knowledge and technologies, institutions, actors and networks (e.g. Freeman, 1991; Malerba, 2002) . Along these lines, several studies have been dedicated to studying how to steer sociotechnical system change to address pressing sustainability challenges. Sustainable innovations literature, for example, describes the generation and diffusion of innovative products, services, processes and business models contributing to improved social and environmental performance (e.g. Seyfang and Smith, 2007; Esty and Winston, 2009 ). Sustainability transitions theory, alternatively, focuses on advancing the understanding of highly institutionalised processes that constrain sustainable innovations in their attempts of leapfrogging the prevailing unsustainable alternatives e thereby constraining pathbreaking and wide-scale changes (e.g. Geels, 2002; Smith et al., 2005) .
Despite their different approaches, all these contributions emphasise that unsustainable characteristics of prevailing sociotechnical systems are not easily changed, as they are part of mutually-reinforcing dynamics, encompassing, for example, technologies, policies and social behaviours. The literature has responded to these challenges by investigating the intensities and causalities of these developments; hence, contributing towards a better understanding of the multiple and co-existing possibilities to purposefully drive sustainable changes.
It seems clear that knowledge on how to analyse and describe sociotechnical system change has gained academic prominence as means of shifting progress towards meeting the most pressing sustainability challenges of our time (Leach et al., 2007; Clark and Crutzen, 2005; Kates et al., 2005) . However, there has been no systematic effort to reveal the dominant ontological and normative perspectives grounding theoretical development in this field, hereby called as 'theoretical foundations'.
Ontologies refer to the nature of reality (Grant and Giddings, 2002) , to what we think 'things are' (Savaget and Acero, 2017 (Stirling, 2009) .
Theoretical foundations are, thus, a combination of ontologies and normativities: evaluative frameworks for analysing reality and taking decisions. They are highly influenced by hegemonic institutional, political and cultural commitments, and exposing them can lead to a reflection on novel research questions to contribute to theory and practice.
Aiming at filling this research gap, this article focuses on the following research question: What are the theoretical foundations of sociotechnical systems change for sustainability? This question was addressed through a systematic literature review. Besides yielding a better understanding of the state-of-the-art of literature, this process opens up scope for reflecting upon its shortcomings and for questioning novel research avenues contributing to furthering theoretical development.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains our methodological approach; Section 3 scrutinizes our findings; Section 4 discusses the results; and Section 5 concludes this article, by discussing opportunities for future research.
Methods
This literature review aims at investigating the theoretical foundations of sociotechnical systems change for sustainability. It does so by revealing the main foundations, which influence boundaries and prospects for future theoretical development. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , this literature review consists of a combination of structured and semi-structured stages, including four distinct process steps.
We started with a bibliometric analysis, guiding the initial sampling of papers. This initial sample was subsequently complemented by semi-structured snowballing to expand the literature and compose the final sample. We thereafter conducted a content analysis to reveal and categorise foundations underlying theoretical developments. Finally, this analysis allowed us to problematize the prevailing theoretical foundations and identify areas for future contribution. These steps are clarified in the following subsections.
The sampling stage
Systematic reviews are used as key mechanisms to promote diversity of knowledge in a certain domain (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015) . If conducted diligently, the process of inclusion or exclusion of theoretical contributions is not implicitly biased as in conventional approaches, that may underrepresent certain perspectives (Tranfield et al., 2003) . We adopted a replicable and transparent process for inclusion or exclusion of references in the review, which consequently provided audit trails to question the employed criteria and the identified conclusions (Pittaway et al., 2004) .
The process started by collecting and analysing bibliometric data to inform the initial sampling of papers for the review. Bibliometric analysis scrutinizes published data, measuring text content and bibliographic information such as authorship, affiliation, citations, and keywords (Bellis, 2009) . It can be used to describe, evaluate and monitor the state of a field over time. We employed it to identify the most cited journals, scholars, and keywords to choose a sample capable of informing about these prevailing theoretical foundations. As we aimed to obtain a comprehensive historical perspective of the literature, at this stage, we did not filter our data collection by date, geography or discipline.
Data was collected from the Web of Science database in January 2016, following recommendations of Webster and Watson (2002) . As literature recognises that incremental and standalone changes in sociotechnical systems will not be sufficient to address sustainability challenges, our first focus was on theories covering widescale sociotechnical change. We then searched for the strings "sociotechnical transition" OR "strategic niche management" OR "sustainability transitions". We also checked for an alternative, hyphenated spelling of the word sociotechnical (i.e. sociotechnical). The resulting dataset of 565 records was then analysed through statistical and networks approaches with the software Hammer (Knutas et al., 2015) .
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the field has grown steeply between the period of 2008 and 2016, reaching more than 6-fold the number of publications on our research topic. There is also a great disparity in numbers of citations, suggesting that, despite the growing number of publications, a few authors are much more influential than others.
Based on its analysis, the top ten most cited papers were selected for further review. Since we are interested in revealing ontological and normative foundations of theory, number of citations was a good initial metric for sampling: the more cited, the higher the likelihood of reflecting pervasive perspectives among scholars. In order to supplement the sample with more recent and emerging research, the five most cited papers published between 2014 and 2016 in the most influential journals, based on the results of our bibliometric analysis, were also included into the review. Finally, to better expose future research motivations and expectations, a report discussing the Mission Statement of the Sustainability Transitions Research Network (STRN, 2010), a leading research group in the field, was also included in the review. Table 1 depicts the author name, year, and journal of the initial 16 papers for the literature review.
To gather comprehensive data on theories influencing this research terrain, the snowballing technique was adopted (Wohlin, 2014) to cover an extensive range of additional literature e following the approach of Geissdoerfer et al. (2017) . We revealed the cross-fertilisation between concepts, as well as how theories evolved and developed interconnections through time.
The snowballing process is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where blue indicates the definition of the initial sample, light brown the beginning of the iterative snowballing process, and dark brown the end of our data collection. We examined the relevance of these papers for inclusion/exclusion by analysing their titles, contents, and abstracts. Relevant papers are defined as the ones capable of contributing with novel insights on similarities, differences or relationship types between the studied concepts. Furthermore, if a new paper was included in the sample, its references were also examined for new inputs e these iterations would continue until no new and significant insight relevant to the research questions was found. This process resulted in a final sample of 182 documents. Table 1 Initial sample for literature review.
Source Journal (Kemp et al., 1998) Technology Analysis and Strategic Management (Geels and Schot, 2007) Research Policy (Schot and Geels, 2008) Technology Analysis and Strategic Management Research Policy (Kemp, 1994) Futures (Geels, 2010) Research Policy Research Policy (Shove and Walker, 2010) Research Policy (Kates and Parris, 2003) PNAS (Smith and Raven, 2012) Research Policy (Sushandoyo and Magnusson, 2014) Journal of Cleaner Production (Pincetl et al., 2014) Landscape and Urban Planning (Wittmayer and Sch€ apke, 2014) Sustain Sci (Shaw et al., 2014) Global Environmental Change (De Haan et al., 2014) Technological Forecasting and Social Change (STRN, 2010) A mission statement and research agenda for the Sustainability Transitions Research Network 
Analytical stage
Most academic endeavours are focused on extending the coverage of literature, or filling gaps that have been neglected by previous research (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011) rather than challenging embedded foundations of existing theories. Since this research aims at revealing theoretical foundations, it follows the approach introduced by Whetten (1989) who assumes that the most relevant theoretical features lie on knowledge on Why, What and How.
What and How describe approaches to understand a phenomenon, while Why explains the motivations leading to such conceptual developments. Together "they provide the essential ingredients of a simple theory: description and explanation" (Whetten, 1989:491 (Whetten, 1989) .
In this work, we were focused on the foundations (Why, How and Why) of theories of sociotechnical system change, and not on contextual characteristics (Where, Who and When). We conducted content analysis with the assistance of the software Nvivo. This process allowed us to analyse written communication through thematic interpretation of the 182 articles in our final sample by attentively reading them to code relevant extracts (Weber, 1990) . We coded the data with the support of our previously established categories (What, Why, How). Subcategories then arose throughout the process, allowing us to compile, group and summarize data according to their specificities and draw their interconnections (i.e. the 24 subcategories described in the column "What does it include" of Table 2 ). As a result, this process provided a condensed description of the most relevant foundations of our field of research.
Our approach has the following limitations. Our data was initially collected from the Web of Science database and was subsequently expanded through snowballing. Therefore, relevant publications not covered by the database are not included in the initial sample. Since snowballing only addresses publications cited by, and therefore published before the publications in our sample, research areas emerging after our initial sample collection were not included. This also applies to publications at the margins of the research field that have not been sufficiently cited. Furthermore, our content analysis was conducted in a structured and systematic fashion but involves some levels of subjectivity in defining relevant extracts through codification.
Results
In total, 182 prominent documents on sociotechnical system change for sustainability were collected and analysed. The first output of our content analysis was the categorization of our sample into research areas, whose contents were then contrasted and scrutinised. The six main research areas are Governance of Innovation Systems; Public Understanding of Science, Technology, and Society; Innovation Management; Sustainable Development; System Thinking and Design; Wide-scale Socio-technical change. The content of each category and representing publications in the literature are illustrated in Table 2 .
This table pinpoints the most notable themes explored by each research area, as well as their main references. This overview provides a glimpse of the breadth and scope of the literature on sociotechnical system change for sustainability.
Our second output was then to build a narrative, based on our textual coding, that summarises the Why, What and How embedded and widely diffused into literature e as described in the following subsections. We are particularly focused on exposing the main sources of agreement and tension within literature. After presenting them, we could then synthesise the theoretical foundations, which are outlined and discussed in Section 5.
Why?
The covered literature reveals two main underlying motivations. The first refers to the understanding of sustainability goals. The second consists of understandings of why sociotechnical systems should be addressed to influence such goals.
Why sustainability?
It is widely agreed in the literature that Sustainability is a balanced integration of economic performance, social inclusiveness and environmental resilience, to the benefit of current and future generations (Brundtland, 1987; Elkington, 1999) . Detrimental impacts of many technological trajectories upon natural resources have raised questions about whether present prosperity trends can be expanded e or even maintained e in the future (Clark and Crutzen, 2005) . This term is the basis for discussions on alternative directions of sociotechnical progress and on shared responsibilities both in defining societal goals and on how to better pursue them (Leach et al., 2007) . Tensions within the literature lie mostly on what to prioritise. Sustainability concerns have entered both into the agendas of policymakers and industry managers since the second half of the 20th century. Although the term has been since interpreted very differently, its diffusion is attributed to environmental discussions. Since the 1960s, science has identified a series of global-scale environmental risks, such as the ozone depletion, climate change, biodiversity loss, and the alteration of the nitrogen cycle. These risks have resulted from extensive anthropogenic activities and fuelled by rapid technological developments beyond "the wildest Neolithic dreams" (Grey, 1993:464) . Furthermore, these emerging sustainability risks challenge our former understandings of development patterns as purely positive and question our ability to sufficiently account for the scarcity of environmental resources (Cohen, 1997) .
The identified threats initiated international discussions on the complex and dynamically interconnected nature of the environment, society and the economy (Kates et al., 2005) . These discussions started to systematically challenge prevailing economic frameworks and instead envisioned new frameworks integrating the social, economic and environmental dimensions as continuously and cumulatively affecting one another (Mckelvey, 2002) .
It is consensual that sustainable development initiatives should be planned and coordinated on a local level because requirements and opportunities vary among regional contexts. The definition of sustainable development is, therefore, deliberatively vague (O'Riordan, 1993) . This vagueness accommodates a variety of understandings and expectations for progress and allows for heterogeneous responses to the diversity and complexity of challenges faced by humans around the world (Kates et al., 2005) .
The verb sustain means to maintain certain features of an instance over time. The meaning of the noun development can vary depending on values, interests and disciplinary lenses (National Research Council, 1999) . The term can be interpreted in different ways and justify commitments based on various motivations, from targeting inflation to controlling pandemics. These are, in fact, some of the main sources of tension in decision-making. Given that resources are limited and problems are complex, addressing sustainability requires comparing and deciding what co-existing goals will be prioritised; what responsibilities will be assigned to each stakeholder; and what means can be deployed to reach the goals.
However, the nature of goals set by different narratives of sustainable development clearly relies on their dominant interests, which are essentially plural (Clark and Crutzen, 2005) . Instead of merely setting common goals, the literature on public Table 2 Content and references for the six main research areas.
Category
What does it include? References
Governance of Innovation Systems
Systematic stimulation of innovation and its link to macroeconomic performance (Amsden, 2002; Carlsson et al., 2002; Chang, 2002; Freeman and Louçae, 2001; Freeman and Perez, 1988; Freeman and Soete, 2000; Lanahan and Feldman, 2015; Lundvall et al., 2009; Martin, 2012; Martin et al., 2012; Mazzucato, 2013 ) Public governance frameworks of science, technology, and innovation systems (Cooke et al., 1997; Doloreux and Parto, 2005; Freeman, 1995; Furman et al., 2002; Geels, 2004; Lundvall et al., 2002; Malerba, 2004 Malerba, , 2002 Institutional theories influencing Innovation Systems (Hodgson, 2005; North, 1990 ) Concepts focussing on the peculiarities of innovationdriven development in low and middle-income regions (Abramovitz, 1986; Fagerberg, 1994; Gerschenkron, 1962; Viotti, 2002) 
Innovation Management
Resources, competences, and dynamic capabilities, routines, and learning of companies (Dosi et al., 2000; Leonard-Barton, 1992; Meyer and Utterback, 1993; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Penrose, 2013; Teece et al., 2008 ) R&D management and new product introduction (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991; Roussel et al., 1991) Multifunctional and systemic approaches of innovation and technological management (Goffin and Mitchell, 2010; Gregory, 1995; Phaal et al., 2001; Tidd, 2001 ; Van de Ven et al., 1999) Concepts clarifying and distinguishing innovation in processes, products, services, and business models (Barras, 1986; Chesbrough, 2010; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995; Ettlie and Reza, 1992; Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997; Hipp and Grupp, 2005; Utterback and Abernathy, 1975; Zott et al., 2011) Collaborative frameworks for generation and diffusion of open innovation, triple helix, and user innovation (Chesbrough, 2003; Leydesdorff, 2000; Mortara and Minshall, 2011; Pisano and Verganti, 2008; Von Hippel, 2001) 
Sustainable Development
Distinctions between Anthropocentric and Ecocentric approaches (Grey, 1993; Morton, 2007; White, 1967) Theories on growth and environment trade-offs, e.g., degrowth, growth limits, steady-state, and growthfetish, (Daly, 1991; Daly and Townsend, 1993; Hamilton, 2004; Jackson, 2009; Kallis, 2011; Meadows et al., 1972) International sustainable governance discussion on environmental, social, and economic dimensions (Brundtland, 1987; Clark and Crutzen, 2005; Elkington, 1999; Kates et al., 2005; Middleton and O'Keefe, 1993; O'Riordan, 1993; Sachs, 2015) Different perceptions of what is to be sustained, what is to be developed and what is attainable (Fowke and Prasad, 1996; Kates and Parris, 2003; Leach et al., 2007; National Research Council, 1999; UNCED, 1992; United Nations, 2015; Williams and Millington, 2004) Vulnerability, resilience and complexity of socialenvironmental systems (Kharrazi et al., 2016; Meerow and Newell, 2015; Rockstr€ om et al., 2009; Stirling, 2014; Turner et al., 2003) (Kharrazi et al., 2016; Meerow and Newell, 2015 (Cohen, 2006 (Cohen, , 1997 Crane et al., 2014; Evans et al., 2009; J€ anicke and Jacob, 2006; Mcwilliams, 2016; Porter and Kramer, 2011; Prahalad, 2004; Prahalad and Hart, 2002; Webster, 2015) Sustainability-driven innovation, e.g., eco-innovation and social innovation (Basu et al., 2013; Ekins, 2011; Esty and Winston, 2009; George et al., 2012; Graddy-Reed and Feldman, 2015; Hart, 2000; Hart and Milstein, 2003; Jordan and Lenschow, 2008; Kemp, 1994; Kemp and Pearson, 2007; Lafferty and Hovden, 2002; Nakata and Weidner, 2012; OECD, 2011; Prahalad et al., 2012; Radjou et al., 2012; Schiederig et al., 2012; Seyfang and Smith, 2007) 4. Public Understanding of Science, Technology and Society
Social construction of knowledge (Jasanoff, 2009; Latour and Woolgar, 1986; MacKerron and Berkhout, 2009; Miller, 2005; Millstone, 2007; Pestre, 2008 ) Plurality and democratic accountability in policyappraisal and mechanisms for appraising different dimensions of uncertainty (Beck, 1999; Ezrahi, 1990; Ravetz, 1995, 1990; Jasanoff, 2010 Jasanoff, , 2009 Leach et al., 2005; Smith and Stirling, 2007; Stirling, 2007 Stirling, , 2003 Thompson et al., 2007; Wynne, 1992) 
System Thinking and Design
Ontologies of knowledge-about-system and epistemologies of system thinking and complex system theory (Cabrera, 2006; Capra, 1983; Forrester, 1961; Kauffman, 1995; Meadows, 2008; Mingers and White, 2009; Senge, 1990) System design for sustainability (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012; Ceschin and Gaziulusoy, 2016; Charnley et al., 2011; Gaziulusoy and Brezet, 2015; Seiffert and Loch, 2005) 
Wide-scale Changes of Sociotechnical Systems
Technological paradigms and revolutions, dominant design, sociotechnical regimes and their transformation/lock-ins (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Arthur, 1989; Bijker, 1995; Dosi, 1982; Kuhn, 1996; Mckelvey, 2002; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Perez, 2002; Stegmaier et al., 2014; Van de Poel, 2000; Von tunzelmann et al., 2008 ) System innovation, sociotechnical governance, transition and strategic niche management, and complexity governance (Borr as and Edler, 2015; Ekins, 2011; Elzen et al., 2004; Kemp et al., 1998; Kivimaa and Kern, 2016; Mokyr, 1990; Rotmans et al., 2001; Schot and Geels, 2008; Smith and Raven, 2012; Sushandoyo and Magnusson, 2014; Teisman et al., 2010) The roles performed by different agents, such as companies, governments and civil society in sustainability transitions (Berkhout et al., 2004; Coenen et al., 2012; De Haan et al., 2014; Farla et al., 2012; Geels, 2010 Geels, , 2005 Geels, , 2002 Geels and Schot, 2007; Jørgensen, 2012; Kemp, 1994; Loorbach, 2010; McDowall, 2012; Penna and Geels, 2012; Rip, 2006; Shove and Walker, 2010; Smith et al., 2010 Smith et al., , 2005 Smith and Stirling, 2007; STRN, 2010; Turnheim et al., 2015; Wittmayer and Sch€ apke, 2014) Mechanisms to assess and influence transitions, e.g. backcasting, scenario building, urban metabolism (De Jouvenel, 2000; Dreborg, 1996; Durance and Godet, 2010; Holmberg and Robert, 2000; Pincetl et al., 2014; Rip and Schot, 1996) understanding of science and technology emphasises that sustainability widens the scope for multiple expectations on what is to be developed, what is to be sustained, for how long, and for the benefit of whom (Jasanoff, 2010) . It also illustrates the extent of our ignorance whereby policy interventions are gradually seen as pathdependent and adaptable experiments. This in effect paves a path from cognitive predicaments, e.g., uncertainty and incommensurability, to challenges associated with agency behaviour, intentionality upon the wide range of responses to sustainability challenges (Stirling, 2014) .
Why sociotechnical systems?
In our sample, there were many sources of agreement. Several studies on sociotechnical change for sustainability refer to environmental threats, e.g., climate change, biodiversity loss, and water scarcity, and suggest that relevant solutions cannot be achieved only through the incremental development of clean technologies. In this avenue, social, economic or political aspects, such as unsustainable consumption, financial crises, and public budget overruns, are sometimes seen as resulting factors of technological lockins and path-dependency (Smith et al., 2005; Markard et al., 2012) . They thus indicate the need for substantive transitions, with deep structural changes in sociotechnical systems (Berkhout et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2010) .
There are, nonetheless, profound sources of tension in the perceptions of the role of science, technology and innovation among scholars and policy makers, given the following four reasons.
Firstly, there are discussions on the way past technological trajectories led to unintended consequences. Since the industrial revolution, new technological paradigms have been emerging, which have changed human behaviour and wellbeing, consumption preferences, industrial infrastructure, and political frameworks. The literature also recognises that companies are increasingly under pressure to create innovations capable of capturing new opportunities to drive profits for shareholders and ensuring longevity (Hart and Milstein, 2003) . However, the benefits of technological development have not reached all stakeholders equally while the environment has been degraded considerably and is compromising the long-term life-support systems for human existence (Sachs, 2015) .
Secondly, progress in science, technology and innovation provided the knowledge base and tools to assess unintended consequences, to appraise desired futures and to reveal potential alternatives. Technical knowledge and technological tools have been critical to inform decisions aimed at shifting sociotechnical progress towards more sustainable directions (Beck, 1999) .
Thirdly, innovations are increasingly the main source of hope in finding alternative development models. Changing the existing unsustainable paradigms requires efforts from different agents to generate and diffuse products, processes, services, technologies, business models and policies capable of simultaneously benefitting the economy, the environment, and the society (Kemp et al., 1998; Hart and Milstein, 2003; Jordan and Lenschow, 2008) . As there are various sources of stimuli to the generation and diffusion of sustainable innovations, it becomes critical to understand how innovation management (and governance) can steer innovative performance towards more sustainable directions. However, while many implemented efforts have emphasised technical solutions, rather than social and political mobilisation (Clark and Crutzen, 2005) , others claim that a successful transition towards sustainability could be achieved with existing technologies (National Research Council, 1999) . Therefore, they believe that capabilities, social learning, and political willpower promoting viable and technologically feasible alternatives should be prioritised.
Fourthly, the scope of analysis has broadened from technical to sociotechnical or societal systems in the literature. Technical systems revolve around artefacts, and indirectly recognise the role of social dimensions in the generation and diffusion of technologies. Differently, sociotechnical systems are composed by several technologies entrenched with social, political and economic dimensions (De Haan et al., 2014) .
What?
In the following, we describe factors, variables and concepts widely used to describe sociotechnical system change, before we present what system changes qualify as sustainable.
What is a sociotechnical system?
It is very consensual within literature that innovations are not isolated events: they should be seen in the light of co-evolving systems (Freeman and Soete, 2000) . The most important property of system thinking is that a system is more than the sum of its parts, and these parts are interconnected into complex structures (Meadows, 2008; Seiffert and Loch, 2005) . The basis of system thinking is thus seeing "wholes": investigating entire systems within a boundary, understanding their components, functions, and interconnections (Senge, 1990) .
It is widely accepted that systems are characterised by feedback loops, self-organisation, and hierarchies. Feedback loops are closed chains of causal connections that can be either sources of (in)stability, (dis)continuity or resistance to change. Self-organisation describes the ability of systems for self-structuring to learn, diversify, and become more complex over time. However, selforganisation also tends to create resilience towards radical changes, as systems tend to keep coherence in their functions. Systems often involve hierarchies too, with arrangements between systems, subsystems and their components. The trade-off between autonomy and coordination in hierarchical systems is rather complicated, potentially constraining or fostering subsystems. It is also important to highlight that, as resilience, self-organisation, and hierarchy are the main reasons dynamic systems work so coherently, intervening in these properties can drastically influence the system's ability to function (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012; Meadows, 2008) .
The literature presents some sources of tension, in what regards distinct analytical characteristics and the proposition of different pathways. This includes, for example, regime transformation (Van de Poel, 2000) , technological revolutions (Perez, 2002) , system innovation (Elzen et al., 2004) and sociotechnical transitions to sustainability (Geels and Schot, 2007) . However, despite conceptual specificities, these perspectives share the understanding that systems are changed through interconnected changes within selfreinforcing domains of technology, the economy, institutions, behaviour, and cultural systems (Rotmans et al., 2001) .
Furthermore, using a sociotechnical system as a unit of analysis draws from several converging scholarly contributions, including dominant design (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) , technological paradigms (Dosi, 1982) , and technological regimes (Nelson and Winter, 1982) .
A dominant design is what provides a reference outlook for engineers, designers and technologists, signalling the basis for further progress (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) . These outlooks enable continuous technological development in certain sociotechnical clusters. They are composed by beliefs, expectations and knowledge bases that illustrate certain opportunities, while simultaneously hindering the development of other potentially viable alternatives (Kemp et al., 1998) .
It is widely accepted in the literature that sociotechnical evolution reflects a process of ongoing reproduction that incorporates cumulative, gradual, and self-reinforced characteristics (Kemp, 1994; Shove and Walker, 2010) . This idea was further elaborated in the concept of technological paradigms (Dosi, 1982) , which describes core technological frameworks that guide innovative activities of industries. With a similar yet broader scope, the concept of technological regimes was initially framed by Nelson and Winter (1982) and has highly influenced studies on sociotechnical system change. Similar to "dominant design", this concept recognises the stable and incremental nature of problem-solving, also introducing boundaries for the expected direction of technological progress (Kemp, 1994) . However, when new technological trajectories emerge, agents start exploring different solutions. This is done through negotiations and coalition building (Geels and Schot, 2007) , eventually reaching a dominant interpretation based upon goals, strategies, heuristics, tacit and codified knowledge, to cite just a few (Bijker, 1995) .
The term regime has also been widely used in sustainability transitions theory because it does not exclusively focus on paradigms or systems. It also incorporates the idea of 'rules' from institutional theories (Hodgson, 2005; North, 1990) . A technological regime encompasses sets of rules e for example, from the market, heuristics of engineering communities, user requirements, laws, and policy framings. These guide the innovative activities that companies are likely to undertake, the solutions that will be prioritised and the strategies of a vast array actors (Kemp et al., 1998) . The concept of regime has helped academics in the field to understand why some radical technological alternatives are not explored, especially when requiring substantial contextual changes, and why most innovative efforts are aimed at incremental changes instead of regime transformation.
This notion of regimes was broadened by scholars analysing contributions of a diverse set of stakeholders to technological progress (Bijker, 1995) . The resulting concept of sociotechnical regimes combines the dynamics of variation, selection and retention, which is highly accepted within our sample.
Variation refers to expectations, visions and cognitive guidance for intentional and deliberate innovative efforts. Selection occurs due to the context, which incorporates not only markets, but also regulations, social behaviour, industrial structures, knowledge, and cultural influences. Dominant technologies and infrastructures thus act as selection pressures through articulated standards and arrangements imposed on sociotechnical features. Guiding principles and cognitive processes favour incremental developments over paradigm shifts, and dominant consumer preferences stabilise market institutions, supply and demand, prices, and user behaviour (Geels, 2002; Nelson and Winter, 1982) . Retention provides and reinforces the rules to maintain working solutions, stabilising technological trajectories through, for example, cognitive routines of engineers (Nelson and Winter, 1982) , regulations and standards, adaptation of social lifestyles, and infrastructure and competencies (Geels and Schot, 2007) . The more a technology is adopted, the more the user familiarises itself with it; this stimulates further improvements and entrenchment into the economic system (Smith and Raven, 2012) .
Academics also agree that sociotechnical regimes are neither fully deterministic nor completely behavioural. Agents are capable of interpreting, applying and negotiating rules they do not fully control (Geels, 2010) . By applying the concept of sociotechnical regimes, it is then possible to realise that the prevailing unsustainable technologies and social habits can be interpreted as embedded and self-reinforcing systems, opening up scope to questions of 'how' to steer change towards more socially desired directions.
What is sustainable?
The analysis of sociotechnical systems often implies the ultimate idea that there are mutually reinforcing and highly institutionalised processes in sociotechnical regimes. This makes it difficult for sustainable innovations to succeed against the existing unsustainable alternatives, consequently constraining radical structural changes. These analyses are often methodologically based on historical analysis and case studies.
The conceptual responses to sustainability challenges represent great sources of tension They can range from confrontational to pacifying approaches. Confrontational concepts tend to be anchored on the prioritisation of "sustaining" instead of "developing", mostly emphasising trade-offs between the economy and the environment. These approaches lay different emphasis on the extent of confrontation or resistance to be employed, and encompass notions like Steady-State (Daly and Townsend, 1993) , Degrowth (Kallis, 2011) , and Prosperity Without Growth (Jackson, 2009) . Alternatively, pacifying approaches aim at harmonising divergences and exploring win-win situations. Different value opportunities are uncovered that promote soothing bridges and nurture reflexivity about desired directions and potential futures (Evans et al., 2009; Hart and Milstein, 2003) .
Yet, despite diversity, the emphasis lies on some major areas of agreement. A literature review conducted by the Board on Sustainable Development of the United States National Research Council (National Research Council, 1999) found major categories that are still very up-to-date. Under the heading of "what is to be sustained" they found 3 categories: life support systems, nature, and communities. A substantial part of the literature highlights sustaining life-support systems, by analysing natural resources as necessary conditions to the survival of humankind. In contrast, a minority would rather defend nature's value for its intrinsic qualities, instead of what it provides to humans. A third stray in the literature also covers the importance of sustaining livelihoods, cultural diversity and threatened communities (Clark and Crutzen, 2005; Kates and Parris, 2003) .
According to the same study, there are also three areas of agreement about "what is to be developed": economy, people and society. The first aggregates much of the traditional literature on economic development, focussing on wealth, desired consumption, productive sectors and employment. The shift to human development falls under the second category, describing inequality, education, equal opportunities and other better quantifiable targets, such as life expectancy and infant mortality rates. The Board also identified goals centred on broader concepts of life in society, with a focus on community ties, national security, institutional change, social capital, and well-being (Kates and Parris, 2003) .
Furthermore, authors tend to prioritise specific sociotechnical systems, sectors or even sets of infrastructures such as transportation or agricultural systems. In a literature review conducted by Markard et al. (2012) on sustainability transitions, between 1990 and 2011, the energy sector and its technologies represented by far the most dominant topic, amounting for 36% of all papers, followed by studies covering transportation (8%), water and sanitation (7%), and food (3%). Besides, the analyses of sociotechnical systems depends on system boundaries, that are essentially arbitrary. The definition of such boundaries varies according to goals, challenges, actors, networks, geographical location, generalisability, and analytical feasibility. A great part of the art of analysing and designing systems therefore lies on setting appropriate boundaries for each purpose. However, as described by Meadows (2008) , we are too attached to our accustomed boundaries, such as, national, ethnic, or income boundaries. These conventional boundaries have, in fact, greatly influenced the literature. That is the case, for example, in literature on 'National Innovation Systems' and 'Sectoral Innovation Systems'.
Another source of agreement is the importance of analysing structures, agents, and processes that reproduce or cause breakthroughs in sociotechnical systems. Some unsustainable sociotechnical systems are more embedded than others, as they enjoy larger economic significance, supportive infrastructures, political legitimacy, and institutional support than the relevant alternatives (Smith and Stirling, 2007) . For this reason, several authors also emphasise the importance of nurturing innovative niches. These are particularly relevant because sustainable innovations, even more than the traditional ones, can be referred to as 'hopeful monstrosities' (Mokyr, 1990:291) . They can be hopeful, as they might contribute to a desired future while they can also be monstrous because they might perform crudely in their early stages (Kemp et al., 1998) . This is, in fact, widely described as a pivotal problem for sustainable innovations with a radical impact potential, as they can get stuck while aiming at trespassing a metaphorical 'valley of death' between generation and wide diffusion (Schot and Geels, 2008) . Therefore, as sociotechnical regimes benefit from accumulated privileges that act as a form of protection of unsustainable alternatives, radical innovations often struggle to emerge to the market and compete with incumbent alternatives. Niches can nonetheless shield sustainable innovations, holding at bay certain selection pressures from the regime in order to protect desired alternatives (Geels and Schot, 2007; Smith and Raven, 2012) .
How?
A pervasive challenge is to understand connections between variables, delineating correlation or introducing causality influencing sociotechnical system change for sustainability. The most notable ones refer to understanding how sustainability can be fully pursued, as well as the extent to which sociotechnical change is (and can be) susceptive to deliberation.
How to steer sociotechnical change?
It is highly consensual that the capacity of generating and diffusing innovations depends on the agency of different players, such as companies, governments, civil society or even collaborative networks. The literature thus tends to investigate the scope of the performance of each agent in influencing innovative performances and consequently sociotechnical system change.
Innovation management of companies, for example, covers multifunctional components and interactions between strategic choices, corporate culture, human resources, and operations (Tidd, 2001) . Companies are central change agents, which are integrated into networks with other actors, such as governments, civil society, and other users of their products and services. They are thus influenced by other actors and by institutional arrangements in ways that can either constrain or enable innovations to arise and diffuse (Lundvall et al., 2009) .
However, when the unit of analysis shifts from an innovation or from the innovating agent to a sociotechnical system, the understanding of "how" leads to many new questions. These questions include for example: How to define the boundaries of a system and what systems should be prioritised? How to steer (or adapt to) ongoing systems change? How to operationalise change and who should be involved? How to coordinate many agents? How should each agent behave? How are they accountable for the desired change?
In fact, by emphasising sociotechnical systems as units of analysis, the literature embarks on a more open-ended journey than when analysing innovative performance, opening up room for interpretive tensions. The analytical focus lies "on processes such as learning, radical innovation, experimentation, searches for new paths, participatory approaches, multi-actor interactions, selection processes, reactions, and network evolution" (STRN, 2010:5) . Since sociotechnical systems are very complex, and do not have owners, the idea of managing or governing sociotechnical systems is often framed as reflexive, evolutionary, and adaptive processes (Smith and Stirling, 2007; Voß et al., 2009) , maintaining the objective of developing instrumental models to steer ongoing change Markard et al., 2012) . These ideas received great contributions, for example, from complex systems theory (Kauffman, 1995) , innovation governance (Smith et al., 2005) , resource-based approaches of management (Penrose, 2013; Teece et al., 2008) , and some streams of innovation studies e e.g., innovation systems (e.g. Freeman, 1995) and technological regimes (Nelson and Winter, 1982) . Furthermore, the idea of distributed governance arises as the means of covering different societal actors, their distinct patterns of governance, and their resulting interplay of activities. This also leads to a better understanding of the conflicts inherent to sociotechnical change, the influence of politics of knowledge, and the different forms that power affects decision-making (Jasanoff, 2010; STRN, 2010) .
How to change sociotechnical systems towards sustainability?
A major source of agreement within the literature consists of fostering the adaption of sustainable solutions to replace or reshape current sociotechnical systems to achieve environmentally, socially and economically desirable outcomes (Kivimaa and Kern, 2016; Schot and Geels, 2008; Sushandoyo and Magnusson, 2014) . These concepts either focus on innovation or system change. The ones focussing on innovations or innovative agents emphasise sustainable processes, products, services or business models, capable of replacing unsustainable alternatives. This includes, for example, concepts of eco-innovation (Esty and Winston, 2009; Hart, 2000; Kemp and Pearson, 2007; OECD, 2011) , innovation for the bottom of the pyramid (Prahalad and Hart, 2002; Prahalad, 2004; Prahalad et al., 2012) , grassroots innovation (Seyfang and Smith, 2007) , and frugal or inclusive innovation (George et al., 2012; Radjou et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2013) .
Concepts focussing on wide-scale system change focus on the directionality, intensities, extents, and reasoning behind these changes. Since they are subjective and depend on multiple ontologies of "what the world is" and "what the world will likely be", as well as normativities of "what the world should be" (Geels, 2010) , many studies emphasise democratic and deliberative governance as important for promoting greater appreciation of plurality and human intentionality upon the multiple (and often contending) viable pathways for sociotechnical progress (Leach et al., 2007) .
Literature converges in the description of the importance of influencing selection pressures of sociotechnical regimes, as well as the coordination of resources to better adapt, react, or anticipate to such pressures. Selection pressures include political, social and economic developments, and pressures that "bubble up from below, from innovative niches that are not yet so established as to constitute a regime" (Smith et al., 2005 (Smith et al., :1495 . The Multi-Level Perspective, for example, describes the importance of destabilising undesirable sociotechnical features, while building up momentum for niche-innovations (Geels, 2002; Geels and Schot, 2007; Smith et al., 2010) .
It also seems consensual that the ability of influencing sociotechnical change towards sustainability is also diffused among a vast array of actors. Most concepts covering wide-scale changes, like Strategic Niche Management (Schot and Geels, 2008; Smith and Raven, 2012; Sushandoyo and Magnusson, 2014) , Transition Management (Rotmans et al., 2001; Loorbach, 2010; McDowall, 2012 ), or the Multi-level Perspective of Sustainability Transitions (Geels, 2002 (Geels, , 2010 Smith et al., 2010) , argue that different agents can assume more dominant roles to influence, manage or govern transitions, including governments and policy-makers, companies, non-governmental organizations, and entrepreneurs. However, all of them also make explicit that deliberate intents of transitioning to more sustainable directions are not purviews of single actors. Instead, they are collective endeavours requiring a certain degree of coordinated action (Kemp et al., 1998) .
A challenge is, therefore, to bring these concepts to action, providing practical guidelines on the activities and roles that can be performed by different actors. Many strategies, instruments and tools have emerged to address these challenges. The literature on Sustainability Transitions, for example, indicates clusters of activities capable of unsettling regimes and translating sustainable alternatives from the fringe to the mainstream (STRN, 2010) . Among these strategies and instruments are: backcasting (Dreborg, 1996; Holmberg and Robert, 2000) and scenario-building (De Jouvenel, 2000; Durance and Godet, 2010) , as well as conceptual frameworks such as Constructive Technology Assessment (Rip and Schot, 1996) , Transition Arena's (Loorbach, 2010) , Complexity Governance (Teisman et al., 2010) , and Strategic Niche Management (Kemp et al., 1998; Schot and Geels, 2008; Sushandoyo and Magnusson, 2014) .
Discussion: what are the theoretical foundations?
This section discusses the theoretical foundations of sociotechnical systems change for sustainability. In other words, the dominant understandings of 'what things are' and 'what things should be' within the literature. We identified fourteen foundations, which are summarized in Table 3 . Among them, two describe the underlying motivations that are justifying the research questions and the selection of variables that scholars have been investigating, i.e., the Why?, which are essentially normative; six describing factors widely considered as part of the explanation of the phenomena, i.e., the What?; and six that describe connections, causality patterns, and possibilities of steering sociotechnical progress towards sustainable outcomes, i.e. the How? Together, these three dimensions constitute the foundations of sociotechnical system change for sustainability. It is important to stress that foundations are essentially intertwined; refuting one of them might lead to changes in others.
A foundation in the literature is the interpretive flexibility of sustainability discourses. This is connected to the diversity of interpretations of both the terms 'sustainable' and 'development'. However, only a small subset of options is assumed to be currently investigated and decision-making seems to be shaped by power relations. Knowledge is also seen as socially constructed, thus affecting the prioritizations of certain systems and goals over other alternatives. These foundations are connected to the observation that development goals and steering mechanisms of sociotechnical systems are socially negotiated through plural appraisals and deliberations and that action is coordinated among a vast array of agents continuously adapting to changes in their respective contexts.
Another underlying motivation consists of the investigation of wide-scale changes of sociotechnical systems towards more sustainable outcomes. Sustainable innovations alone may influence sociotechnical systems and cooperation seems to be critical for realising opportunities and improving results. Nevertheless, each agent may have different priorities and the analytical foci often lie too narrowly on their efforts in promoting win-win situations for themselves and for their stakeholders.
Their impacts are therefore uncertain, may be socially exclusory, and entail unintended consequences. Many studies discuss the importance of using sociotechnical systems as a unit of analysis, rather than single solutions or actors. This meso-level oriented analytical lens allows the examination of a wide range of components and connections of the system, including several actors integrated in webs of sociotechnical change. In this picture, several agents influence sociotechnical systems, but none are fully responsible, nor accountable for the desired change. This may justify why most studies set long-term governance objectives, through the coordination of multiple stakeholders, as the standard approach to deal with wide-scale system-level change.
When deepening the analysis of systems, it is revealed that sociotechnical systems are composed by a variety of co-evolving components, functions, and interconnections. These systems are characterised by feedback loops, hierarchies, and self-organising patterns. These characteristics attribute complexity both to the investigation and the potential steering efforts of sociotechnical systems. They present embedded characteristics and lock-ins into certain technological trajectories, but their components, functions and interconnections may be unpredictable.
As a result, actors who try to manage or govern sociotechnical system change may simultaneously face internal levers (e.g. aspects of a company or a public body upon which they have agency); Table 3 The foundations of sociotechnical system change for sustainability.
Category What does it include?
Why?
Sustainability should have flexibility in its interpretation to justify different interests and adapt to different contexts Democratic accountability is critical to assess expectations and deliberate over the multiple understandings and aspirations for progress What?
There are multiple interpretations of what is to be sustained and what is to be developed. There are multiple goals and pathways for development, but only a subset will be fully pursued. Knowledge is also socially constructed and politics of power influence why some systems or certain sustainability goals tend to be prioritised When the unit of analysis lies on sociotechnical systems, the analysis involves a wide range of actors, and no agent has full accountability nor ownership of sociotechnical systems Sociotechnical systems are composed by a variety of co-evolving components, functions and interconnections, and are characterised by feedback loops, self-organisation, and hierarchies Boundaries are arbitrary for analysis Institutions shape solutions that will be prioritised, the strategies of a vast array of actors, and the heuristics of problem-solving System change happens through a combination of variation, selection, and retention. Analysis revolves around the generation and diffusion of innovations capable of replacing predominant and unsustainable alternatives How?
Diversity and plurality are critical, both to open up and to close down appraisal over multiple alternatives Incremental changes will not suffice. Wide-scale changes of sociotechnical systems should be at the core of sustainability ambitions Long-term governance, with stakeholder engagement, is the standard approach to deal with wide-scale system-level changes Governance or management has dimensions that can be controlled (e.g. internal aspects of management or governance), others that can only be influenced (e.g. knowledge base), and exogenous features they react upon (e.g. demography) Although boundaries of systems are analytically flexible, agency tends to follow conventional boundaries Cooperation is critical, but priorities are defined by each agent Mostly seeking win-win situations for the economy, environment, and society leverage points to influence or nudge systemic change (e.g. knowledge base, political framings, social behaviour, and industrial structures); and exogenous aspects that restrain their scope for action and upon which they can only react (e.g. environmental or demographic shocks). The other implication of setting meso-oriented analytical lenses is that systems are arbitrarily bounded when analysed, in order to fully examine characteristics and evaluate possibilities of steering ongoing changes. They are often framed according to goals, interests and viabilities to appraise and act upon. However, the scope for action of some agents often lie within pre-established ones. Taking a federal government as example: agency lies on the national borders. Similarly, a company has its agency limited by a conventional boundary, since it is an organizational entity, legally defined by ownership and composed by an interconnected pool of resources.
Furthermore, system change happens through a combination of variation, selection and retention. Although most studies focus on variation, it seems clear that evolutionary dynamics of sociotechnical change derive from the interplay of these three features. The characteristics and components of sociotechnical systems shape solutions that have higher potential of succeeding, the strategies of each agent, and the heuristics to solve problems and adapt to ongoing change.
Opportunities for theoretical contribution and final remarks
Section 5 scrutinised the dominant foundations guiding theoretical development in the field to date. By deconstructing theory to pinpoint its foundations, it becomes possible to take more informed decisions on how to contribute to further theoretical development.
Contributing with a new normativity can change the motivations of research in the field, while an ontology, without necessarily challenging the motivations underlying their investigation, offers new lenses for interpreting phenomena. A new ontology is more academically defensible than a new normativity, since the latter is essentially argumentative, resonating more with values, interests and institutional commitments of a wide range of scholars. For example, when Hardin (1968) implied that 'social injustice is preferable to environmental ruin', he was raising a new normativity, based on his widely diffused ontology of the 'tragedy of the commons'. If his normativity, instead of the renowned triple bottom line (Elkington, 1999) , had become widely diffused and accepted by scholars, the theory would have had developed very differently in Sustainability studies.
Based on reflections upon the 14 foundations revealed in this paper, this section introduces and illustrates 3 possibilities for future contributions. These include: 1) how to fill existing gaps without questioning the foundations; 2) how to rebut the foundations by questioning their validity; and 3) how to build theory by creating new foundations that can either substitute or complement currently existing foundations.
Gap filling
Opportunities for gap filling mostly derive from questions on contextual influences (i.e. Where, Who and When). They tend to be ontological contributions, incrementally adding to the existing theoretical understandings and without challenging the existing theoretical foundations.
For example, one of the foundations described in Section 4 is the existence of 'multiple interpretations of what is to be sustained and what is to be developed'. There are several potential questions that can arise for Where, Who, and When, such as the ones below: -Who: how different are the interpretations of businesspeople and policymakers? -Where: how do these interpretations differ across low, middle, and high-income countries? -When: are these interpretations changing since the publication of the Brundtland (1987) report?
These kinds of questions aim at better qualifying the circumstances, contingencies, and contexts in which the theoretical foundations are manifested, hence contributing to filling gaps within the theory.
Rebutting existing foundations
It is possible to refute the foundations listed in Section 5. This process is essentially deductive, raising hypothesis on the validity of an ontology or the desirability of a normativity. Since Why foundations are more argumentative, there is scope both for normative and ontological rebuttals, whereas What and How are likely ontological. Boxes 1, 2 and 3 illustrate how new contributions can arise from rebutting existing foundations.
Creating new foundations
New foundations can either substitute or complement the ones listed on Section 5. As discussed by Whetten (1989) , potentially radical contributions often arise from novel interpretations of Why, What and How, reframing interests, goals, motivations, or the analytical principles and lenses used to investigate empirical phenomena.
As demonstrated in Boxes 4 and 5, new contributions can arise when analysing the implications and resulting complications of
Box 1
Why foundation: 'sustainability should have flexibility in its interpretation, justifying different interests and adapting to different contexts'.
Examples of Rebuttals: is interpretive flexibility desirable? Should we prioritise specific goals, such as eradicating hunger, instead of open-ended goals? Are academics converging towards similar understandings, independently of contexts? Are academics progressively interpreting sustainability exclusively as environmental performance?
Box 2
What foundation: 'when the unit of analysis lies on sociotechnical systems, the analysis involves a wide range of actors, and no agent has full accountability nor ownership of sociotechnical systems'.
Examples of Rebuttals: are some agents entitled to have full accountability and ownership of sociotechnical systems? Are multiple agents, in fact, involved in sociotechnical systems change, or is change mostly led by a single one? existing foundations; hence leading to the proposal of alternative research avenues.
Furthermore, the process of creating new foundations often involves overlapping the existing ones with novel empirical insights. For example, Bitcoin bypasses sovereignty and traditional boundaries of governance. It is not an innovative product, process, service or business model generated and diffused by companies; its social, environmental and economic outcomes are contested; and it is derived from a purposeful (and anonymous) action happening 'here and now' which may deeply change sociotechnical systems. It strays deeply from some foundations presented in this work. Hence, by analysing this phenomenon in contrast to the dominant foundations, novel and potentially disruptive contributions can arise, complementing or even substituting the existing ones.
Final remarks
This work has systematically exposed and discussed 14 foundations that shape how we understand sociotechnical system change for sustainability. These foundations influence both what system change is perceived as desirable and as attainable; as well as how to navigate between all the coexisting pathways, trade-offs, and complexities of the three dimensions of sustainability. By identifying the theoretical foundations, we illustrate the most upto-date theoretical developments and concomitantly pinpoint a few opportunities for future contributions that improve, refute or complement them.
Finally, this study cannot assess if practitioners, such as policymakers or company managers, share the foundations embedded in the academic arena. We thus welcome researchers to conduct validity tests of the foundations revealed in this work and verify and complement them in contexts outside of the academic literature.
Box 3
How foundation: 'mostly seeking win-win situations for the economy, environment, and society'.
Example of Rebuttals: are the solutions really a win-win in all three dimensions, or is that just an encouraging, pacifist discourse that has become institutionalised? What are the trade-offs that have been largely ignored under such false pretences?
Box 4
Existing foundation: 'analysis revolves around the generation and diffusion of innovations capable of replacing predominant and unsustainable alternatives'. Implication: analytical focus lies on the generation and diffusion of products, processes, services or business models, which are capable of replacing the predominant unsustainable alternatives in the marketplace.
Complication: as innovations inevitably revolve around commercialization, roles of a diverse set of interconnected agents (e.g. companies, governments, and individuals) are investigated accordingly. As a consequence, analysis of sociotechnical system change tends to be market-centred.
Alternative investigation: what steps individuals and organizations can take at the micro-level that may not materialize through the marketplace, but which may be capable of changing sociotechnical systems?
Box 5
Existing foundation: 'long-term governance, with stakeholder engagement, is the standard approach to deal with wide-scale system-level changes'.
Implication: a wide range of possibilities needs to be assessed, various agents coordinated, and multiple actions planned and adapted to changing contexts.
Complication: the speed and scope for tackling complex sociotechnical problems are limited by agency failures, resulting from the coordination of multiple agents for deliberation.
Alternative investigation: what purposeful actions conducted by self-entitled agents can be pursued to leverage wide-scale systems change?
